
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MIDDLE EAST COUNTRY OF SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia, officially the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is a sovereign state in Western Asia constituting the bulk of the
Arabian Peninsula. With a land area of approximately 2,, km2 (, sq mi), Saudi Arabia is geographically the largest
sovereign state in the Middle East, .. Western countries that supported Israel in the Yom Kippur War against Egypt.

Thus, it is possible that the Saudis would respond in kind to Israeli confidence-building concessions on
resolving the Israel-Palestine conflict. A testimony to the extensive influence that Lihyan acquired. But
without a coherent Syria policy and the enforcement of red lines on Iranian influence in the region, there has
been little significant change in US foreign policy doctrine on the Middle East. It seeks to use its military
presence on the ground to shape political outcomes that preserve its interests. In an earthworks in Tarout
exposed ancient burial field that yielded a large impressive statue dating to the Dilmunite period mid 3rd
millennium BC. Mahan realized not only the strategic importance of the region, but also of its center, the
Persian Gulf. In December , the Consultative Council was inaugurated. In the concluding chapter of this
report, the authors lay out a series of policy recommendations that European actors could adopt in pursuit of
this end. It has deep-rooted military and economic ties to all countries in the anti-Iran front that dwarf its
relations with Tehran. The Middle East, as defined above, encompasses four distinct culture areas: Arab,
Turkish, Iranian, and the newly evolved Israeli culture. There is no longer any such thing as a local conflict in
the Middle East. The risk of direct inter-state war is intensifying. This growing Israeli-Sunni cooperation is
occurring through incremental economic openings, increased intelligence sharing, and low-level security
cooperation, including in Yemen. Middle Ages and rise of Islam Main article: Caliphate Shortly before the
advent of Islam, apart from urban trading settlements such as Mecca and Medina , much of what was to
become Saudi Arabia was populated by nomadic pastoral tribal societies. Zoroastrianism is considered by
some scholars to be one of the first "ethical" religions and a precursor to early Judaism. The Battle of Badr , 13
March CE From the 10th century to the early 20th century Mecca and Medina were under the control of a
local Arab ruler known as the Sharif of Mecca , but at most times the Sharif owed allegiance to the ruler of
one of the major Islamic empires based in Baghdad , Cairo or Istanbul. This major epoch in human history,
which can be dated back to B. Iran, or Persia, as it was formerly known, is a country with a long and
illustrious history. Saudi Arabia cannot devote significant resources to a broad confrontation with Iran. Oil
provided Saudi Arabia with economic prosperity and substantial political leverage internationally. Although
now extremely wealthy, Saudi Arabia's economy was near stagnant. It seems unlikely that Riyadh can muster
enough public support and regional diplomatic cover to undertake joint military operations, and normalise
diplomatic relations, with Israel unless the latter makes progress on the peace process with Palestine â€”
something it continues to show no interest in. This is where urban life and centralized forms of political
organization arose; it is also the birthplace of the world's three major monotheistic religions, Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam. The drone provoked massive Israeli military retaliation and, in turn, the downing of an
Israeli fighter jet by Syrian anti-aircraft missiles. It was also larger than any previous empire in history. Arabia
underwent an extreme environmental fluctuation in the Quaternary that led to profound evolutionary and
demographic changes. Known records from Uruk refer to a place called Dilmun , associated in several
occasions with copper and in later period it was a source of imported woods in southern Mesopotamia. It led
to rapid technological but not cultural modernisation, urbanization, mass public education and the creation of
new media. In February , for example, an Iranian drone from a base established to fight the Syrian civil war,
launched an incursion into Israel. Riyadh and Abu Dhabi have engaged in a two-front regional struggle and, in
so doing, created new openings for Iranian influence. In contrast, "Far East" referred to the countries of East
Asia e.


